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The Biblical Definition of the Land of Israel (Rough Boundary Map)
(or, “One among several reasons why I support Amram Mitzna’s proposal that Israel should unilaterally evacuate the Gaza settlements”)

The real phrase that was used to describe the extent of the Biblical land of Israel was not
‘from the River of Egypt to the Euphrates’, but rather ‘from Dan to Beersheba’, which
occurs nine times in the Bible.  Note that Gaza is not part of the Biblical land of Israel.

The phrase ‘from the River of Egypt to the
Euphrates’ is in Genesis 15:18, but the ‘River
of Egypt’ was not the Nile, and the Euphrates
was hardly part of the Biblical land of Israel
(Hamath, whose territories touched on the
river at Tiphsah, loosely acknowledged
Solomon’s overlordship only for a few
decades during the 900’s BC) – so that
claims of a “Zionist Nile-to-Euphrates
conquest plan” are lying propaganda.
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Ashkelon (Ascalon) often allied
with the Maccabees in the
wars of the 2nd half of the
2nd century BC, so that
the Maccabees never
conquered it.  This
means that Ashkelon 
is the only area within
the Israel, West Bank,
Gaza Strip, or Golan
Heights of today
which was never
under effective
Jewish sovereig-
nty at any time
during the
ancient
period.

This way to Tiphsah (Thapsacus)
on the Upper Euphrates in northern
Syria, slightly to the south of modern
Meskene (Maskanah).

Pink - The Biblical land of
Israel.  This area includes

the territories assigned to the
12 tribes of Israel and/or the
near-maximum boundaries of
the early Israelite kingdoms –
excluding states (such as Da-
mascus, Geshur, Ammon,
Moab, and Edom) which

sometimes acknowledged some
degree of Israelite suzerainty or
overlordship, but were not
integral or directly-administered
parts of any Israelite kingdom.

Dark Red - The central core of
ancient Judea.  This area (more
or less the southern half of the
west bank hill-chain, roughly
from Ramallah to Hebron) was
almost always part of a Jewish
kingdom or a Jewish province

within a larger empire for over a
thousand years, from the days of
King David down to 135 AD.

Boundaries in sparsely-settled desert regions (i.e. those south of Beersheba, and the
eastern boundaries in modern-day Jordan) were somewhat indefinite and approximate.

--boundaries of modern Israel + West Bank + Gaza (i.e. 1923-1947 British mandate).
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The Biblical
Land of
Israel (this
does not
include
Gaza)



?NÚ ¾rqÌA éÆ ä¹iÎui ¾hÃ
The Qur’an recognizes the historic-
al connection between the Jewish

people and the Holy Land of Israel!

$¾RÝA AulØ ¾DA ́M ¾uÑ aÉ 20 åÓuÍ LaÑ
Moses said, “My people, go into the Holy Land

anlÑU 21 íkÌ è½A ½¹lÌA âtË ét¹ÌA äÓ ¹dqmÌA
which God has assigned to you!” And we said

104 $ ¾RÝA Aunk ¾ÓA ìi¡Ar ¾ÓÒ énbÌ
to the Children of Israel, “Inhabit the Land!”

QRawÍ Nufo ¾~t ¾sµÉ AuÎaË îÉe¹ÌA M ¾uqÌA anÖR ¾UÁU
And We caused a people who had been considered weak to inherit

ômlË ô¹mÔU ahiÆ anËRaÂ ét¹ÌA ahÂRagÍU $ ¾RÝA
the eastern and western parts of the land which We blessed, so that

137 ìi¡Ar ¾ÓÒ énÂ ålÏ ån ¾s`ÌA ë¹ÂR 
the good word of your Lord was fulfilled for the Children of Israel.



The consequences of
the Arabs’ choice to

reject the United Nat-
ions Partition Plan of
November 29th 1947:

- Land which the Arabs
could have had freely for
the asking (as part of a sov-
ereign Arab state) in late
1947; they chose instead to
contemptuously and scorn-
fully reject the UN plan.

- Land which was not off-
ered to the Arabs in 1947, but

which they conquered in the war
that they then chose to start (with
the goal of taking all the land,

and leaving the Jews none).   Of
course, this area would have been

much larger if the Arabs’ military
might had been equal to their desires!

Detailed Key:
 - Area assigned to a Jewish

state in the original 1947
United Nations partition plan

,  - Area assigned to an
Arab state in the United
Nations partition plan

,  - ‘Corpus separat-
um’ of Jerusalem (neither
Jewish nor Arab) in plan

, ,  - Israel in
the 1949 armistice lines

,  - Occupied by
Egypt and Trans-
jordan 1949-1967

“They
never
miss an
opportunity
to miss an
opportunity.”
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The only official Palestine Flag
This is the only official and fully internationally-
recognized Palestine flag (which was not limited
to internal use within a government department)
that has ever existed.   This is the “Palestine En-
sign”, which was flown by ships registered in the
British Palestine Mandate territory from 1927 to
1948.



The complete phoniness of any claim that Jerusalem was an
authentic “Islamic holy city” during the early years of Islam

ÞailÉÒ The actual name of the city of Jerusalem in early
Islam was ¯’Iliya’¯  – a borrowing into Arabic of the
Latin name Ælia Capitolina, which the Romans gave
to the city around 131 A.D.  after they had destroyed
the Jewish temple there, and erected a pagan heathen
idolatrous temple to the god Jupiter/Zeus in its place.

SdqÌA The name al-Quds (“the holy”)  for Jerusalem is not
attested in any Arabic source before the mid 4th cen-
tury of the Islamic calendar (over 300 years after
Jerusalem was first conquered by the Arabs).

Sura 17 of the Qur’an, on Muh.ammad’s “night journey”:

Praise to Him who caused His servant to travel by night from the sacred mosque

to the most distant mosque which We blessed, to show him some of Our wonders.

åÌÒ MAr`ÌA djsmÌA îÍ üiÌ HdboÂ ÅrÓÁ IeÌA Na`bÓ
1 anÔaÉÚ îÍ èÉrnÌ èÌuÀ anËRaÂ IeÌA acÑÝA djsmÌA

Sura 53 of the Qur’an, on Muh.ammad’s mystic vision:

He saw him by the outermost lotus-tree, near which is the garden of residence.

ÅUámÌA änÊ aÈdnÏ   åhtnmÌA ÄRdÓ dnÏ   HÚR131415

There is nothing in the text of the Qur’an which connects these two 
passages, or indicates that either makes any reference to Jerusalem.
(There was neither a mosque nor a Jewish temple there at that time.)

Excerpt from the earliest Muslim inscriptions in Jerusalem:
ëÉr× èÌ îkÔ íÌU AdÌU extÉ íÌ IeÌA dÀAU èÂ ÌÒ èlÌA amÎÒ
For God is one god, who has not taken to Himself a son, and has no partner.
These extensive Umayyad inscriptions in the Dome of the Rock are
intentionally offensive to Christians, but make no mention whatsoever
of Muh.ammad’s “night flight” or “ascent” – proving that such legends
(if they existed at all in early Islam) did not then involve Jerusalem.
Jerusalem’s true status in Islam is precisely described by the Muslim
expression “The THIRD of the TWO
holy places”!?!  (Whatever that may
mean – the two Islamic holy cities are Mecca and Medina, in Arabia.)

î́ ¾i °Í °r °̀ ¾ÌA £ µöÌ́a°Ö



Jerusalem was not an authentic “Islamic
holy city” during the early years of Islam!

ÞailÉÒ The Arabic name of the city then was
¯’Iliya’¯ , i.e. the Roman name Ælia Capi-

tolina commemorating a pagan heathen
idolatrous temple to the god Jupiter.

SdqÌA The name al-Quds (“the holy”) did not
exist until over 300 years after Jerus-
alem was first conquered by the Arabs.

Qur’an 17:1 tells of Muh.ammad’s “night journey”åÌÒ
acÑÝA djsmÌA  to the most distant mosque, and Qur’an
53:4ff recounts Muh.ammad’s mystic vision ÄRdÓ dnÏ
ÅUámÌA änÊ aÈdnÏ åhtnmÌA  by the outermost lotus-tree
near the garden of residence(?).  Nothing in the Qur’an
connects these two passages, or indicates that either
makes any reference to Jerusalem. (There was neither
a mosque nor a Jewish temple there at that time.) The
earliest Muslim inscriptions in Jerusalem say èlÌA amÎÒ
AdÌU extÉ íÌ IeÌA dÀAU èÂÌÒ  For God is one god, who 
has not taken to Himself a son etc. etc.  These extensive
Umayyad inscriptions in the Dome of the Rock are in-
tentionally offensive to Christians, but don’t mention
Muh.ammad’s “night flight” or “ascent” in any manner
whatever – proving that such legends (if they existed
at all in early Islam) did not then involve Jerusalem.
Jerusalem’s true status in Islam is precisely described
by the Muslim expressionî́ ¾i °Í °r °̀ ¾ÌA µöÌ́a°Ö“The THIRD of the TWO
holy places”!?! (Whatever that may mean – the two
Islamic holy cities are Mecca and Medina, in Arabia.)



éÆ  ä ¹imiÔ îÂA
:©Sd́qmÌA ôiÂ ÄRaÉŹ éÆ ÄdḮaÑ¨

Ibn Taymı̄yah on the Islamic sanctity
of Jerusalem –

äÂr µtÂ ÜU a ™ÍrÀ åmsµÉ a™ÎakÍ Sd́qmÌA ôibÂ óiÌU
:îË́aÍÁ ävlÖ ¹ÜÒ  Oaqb́ÌA îÍ ëÌE rigÂ ÜU ìilxÌA

ahÆr× ä¹kÍ MrÀ uÈ amÈdÀÁ –
]änÉdmÌA[ íolÃ ¹éb¹nÌA MrÀ éÎa ¹vÌAU –

æ¡a¹yÌaÂ „DAU uÈU ¹JU öÌa ¹vÌAU –

“There is
no place in
Jerusalem
which is called a haram. , nor at the graves of Hebron, nor
in any other locality, except
for three places:  First, the
noble haram.  of Mecca;
second, the prophet’s haram.
(Medina); and third, Wajj, a valley in Ta’if.”¯. X{ P|a@ Py{ @|



Taba January
2001 Israeli
final status
proposal map
(West Bank
portion of a
Palestine state
including all
of the Gaza
strip, and
Halutza on the
Sinai border)

Jan de Jong



De-Nasser-ize the Flags!
Egypt since 1972
(also, Syria from
1972-1980, Libya
1972-1977, and
Egypt unofficially
1953-1958, with
slight variations).

Syria since 1980
(also Syria from
1958-1961, and
Egypt 1958-1972)

Iraq since 1963
(with variations;
also Syria from
1963-1972).

Yemen since 1990
(also Libya from
1969-1972, and
Egypt unofficially
1953-1958).

Sudan since 1970.

Egypt
until
1958.

Syria from
1932-1958,
1961-1963

Iraq from
1959-1963

Yemen
before
1963.

Sudan from
1956-1970.

The Nasserite red-white-black horizontal tricolour is a symbol of
failed obsolete grandiose bombastic pan-Arabism, and exclusive
Arab nationalism dominating non-Arab or non-Muslim minorities



The Iraqi ‘Rebel’ Flag
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A much better flag for Iraq:

This post-royalist pre-Ba‘thist 1959-1963 Iraqi flag (containing a sun symbol
with a dash of yellow, to represent hopes of Kurdish-Arab peace), has much
better symbolism than the silly light-blue-crescent-on-white proposal, or than
Saddam’s blood-stained banner (which combines obsolescent Nasserism with
the unartistic Islamic calligraphy of that dubious Muslim, Saddam himself ).
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The consensus of traditional mainstream Islamic legal interpretation had
strict rules of war, which forbade almost all forms of terrorism (such as
intentionally seeking to harm non-combatants).  At that time, the word 
šahı̄d (“martyr”) meant someone dying in a battle for Islam – including
engaging in a bold military charge or last stand in which coming through
alive might seem almost hopeless, but not including committing any
direct and immediate act of suicide, and most definitely NOT including
any targeting of civilians!  However, nowadays numerous fanatic hate-
mullahs and self-appointed Islamic legal “authorities” of modern Jihadi
ideology (such as Qaradawi. ¯ ) seem to be eager to discard these prohib-
itions of traditional Islamic legal doctrine in their unseemly rush to try to
justify and legitimize suicide terrorism attacks.  Since they have thus
jettisoned what little universalism or religion-neutral “natural law” there
ever was in Islam, in pursuit of their transient and ephemeral political
passions, it seems that Islam has changed for the worse in recent years.

The New Hashisheen (Assassins) and their victims are Is-
lamic human sacrifices!

ä ¹iÍüÓÒ ä ¹ÉrwÂ à¡aÂE íhs¡ArÆU )ältqÌA( DdjÌA Nu×a ¹w`ÌA
Any system of supposed morality in which it is “immoral” for a woman to be unveiled, but
“moral” to commit a suicide-terrorism atrocity against civilians, is fundamentally sick.r`tnmÌA ¹éÂaÈRßA îÍ riØ äÊ¹rbtmÌA
Murderers are not martyrs!
¹åqiq`ÌA DahwtÓǗA óiÌ BaÈRßA

If Islamists perversely glory in and enthusiastically celebrate the blatant raw naked
immorality of the suicide terrorism attacks against civilians which their own side
commits in violation of all norms of international law and human-rights protection,
then they’re flagrant and transparent hypocrites when they noisily demand that their
enemies obey the highest and strictest of ethical standards.  If the only standard of
right and wrong in modern Islam is that whatever is claimed to be done in the service
of Islam or Muslims is necessarily and inherently “right” (regardless of the means
used or the harm caused), then Islam is becoming a mere supremacist immoralist
death-worshiping cult, and not a religion which is truly worthy of anyone’s respect –
like any ideology which flaunts its blatant violations of the basic universal morality
detailed, for example, in C.S. Lewis’s book The Abolition of Man (i.e. “The         ”).道29190 195AUdtoÔ ÜU AulỐaÑ a ™miÀR íkÂ NaË èA½¹lÌA ¹NÒ íksfÎÁ AultqÔ ÜU äklh¹tÌA åÌÒ íkÉdÉáÂ AuqlÔ ÜU



SAUDIA OMNIS IN PARTES TRES

DIVIDENDA EST!

Dahy¤ǗA
û¹iÓ

YütØǗA
d ¹iÊ

YütØǗA
d ¹iÊ

97 a ™ÑafÎU A ™rfË ¹d×Á BArÏÝA
If the despotic Saudi regime does not begin to reform itself,
then it is highly necessary to the peace of the world that the
extremist fringe-fundamentalist hate sect of Wahhabism
(which is radically opposed to all values of freedom and
democracy) should no longer be supported by the wealth of
Gulf-region oil wells, nor by its illegitimate domination
over the two Islamic holy cities. Then we should free Arabia
by splitting the Saudi tyranny into its three natural parts!

ä¹iÂa ¹ÈuÌA ©ÄdḮaÑ  ̈uÈ îi¹ÉDuo ¹sÌA NaigÙ
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Diagram of traditional Islamic political theology
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 îÉe¹ÌA AulỐaÑ ,AunÍÚ îÉe¹ÌA ah”ÉÁaÉ

123 ™äplÇ ... Ra½½ ¹fkˆÌA îÍ íkÎulÉ

!à”l °s ŸtÌA uÈ àµÌacŸtÌA  .ùqÆ "mlsmÌA "Â Mü ¹sÌA
According to traditional mainstream Islamic legal doctrine, a cease-fire (äÎdÈ
hudna) or settlement agreement (àlÃ sulh.. ) can exist between Muslims and
non-Muslims, but a state of “peace” ( MüÓ salam¯ ), in the true meaning of the
word, can only exist between and among Muslims.  ❧    “This obligation of 
jihad¯  (DahÊ) is without limit of time or space.  It must continue until the whole
world has either accepted the Islamic faith or submitted to the power of the
Islamic state.  Until that happens, the world is divided into two: the House of
Islam (dar¯  al-Islam¯  MüÓßA RAD), where Muslims rule and the law of Islam
prevails; and the House of War (dar¯  al-harb.  Br`ÌA RAD), comprising the rest
of the world.  Between these two, there is a morally necessary, legally and
religiously obligatory state of war, until the final and inevitable triumph of
Islam over unbelief.  According to the law books, this state of war could be
interrupted, when expedient, by an armistice or truce of limited duration.  It
could not be terminated by a peace, but only by a final victory.”  – Bernard
Lewis (1986).  ❧    In Islamic history, the first Muslim conquest of new land
is a fath.  àtÆ  or “opening” (the same word as the name of Arafat’s group,
Fatah).  In this terminology, non-Muslim conquests of Muslim lands are
insults which must be avenged, while Muslim conquests are glorious futuh(at)¯¯ .
openings.  Reconquests of formerly Muslim-ruled areas (such as al-’Andalus
or Spain) are not “openings”, but are urgently commanded by Islamic law.



å¹tÀ AulÔaÑ
äÉzjÌA AuyoÉ
NUrÇaÃ íÈU

å ¹tÀ AulÔaÑ
äÉzjÌA AuyoÉ
NUrÇaÃ íÈU

Resist Islamo-Supremacism!
A denial of Qur’an verse
9:29 - “We will fight for
our freedom, we will not
pay the jizya (i.e. the pro-
tection money extorted
from non-Muslim inhab-
itants of a Muslim-ruled
state), and we are not
subservient (Dhimmis)!”

Islam is not the solution!ì`ÌA óiÌ MüÓßA



The ‘Red-Green-Brown Alliance’
The disharmonic convergence of America-
haters and antisemites in today’s politics!

See “L’Alliance Brun-Vert-Rouge”,
Le Monde, January 27th, 2003

Far-Left Loonies

Islamo-supremacists

Far-Right Wackos



This flag will replace Old Glory if
the Islamo-Fascists and Muslim

fifth-columnists (who seek to use the
freedoms of our society to destroy
those same freedoms) get their way.

Flag of the Islamic Emirates and
Dhimmi protectorates of America



The True Syrian Flag

The Alawite (Nusairi. ) monarchical banner of the
hereditary royal Assad dynasty (His Majesty King
Hafez..  I and His Majesty King Baššar I).  Since the
Alawite religion is a Gnostic syncretism with only a
superficial façade of pseudo-Islamic practices adop-
ted as protective camouflage, therefore according to
traditional Islamic law, Syria has exactly the same
status as Spain or Israel – i.e. a land formerly ruled
by Muslims which is not ruled over by Muslims
now, and so which is part of the true non-negotiable
“Dar ul-Harb. ” (Br`ÌA RAD) and must be reconquered
by Muslims as soon as this is practically possible.
Syria’s separate existence is a violation of pan-Islamic political theology (khilafah)¯ , pan-Arab nationalism,
pan-Mashriq nationalism, and Greater Syria nationalism – while the nature of the current regime is a viola-
tion of the requirement of the mainstream consensus of Islamic legal interpretation that land once ruled by
Muslims must always be ruled by Muslims.  Yet the adherents of these various ideologies rarely call for the
destruction of Syria – while constantly clamorously bloodthirstily advocating “politicide” against Israel.
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AultÑA
DuhiÌAè¹lË ålÏ

Islam
über

alles

Just Say No to

Islamo-Fascism!
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ill fight for our freedom

Resist the Islamic supremacists, Muslim fifth-columnists
(who seek to use the freedoms of Western societies to over-
throw those same freedoms), Wahhabis, and Khilafatistas!
So-called “Unbelievers” of the world, Unite!

ÄdÀAU ä¹lÍ ©rfkÌÄ  ,JulÏ aÉ
Qur’an verses 9:33, 48:28, and 61:9 command that Islam be 
‘alā ́ d-dı̄ni kullihi  “over all other religion” – or “über alles”!
The ‘non-Dhimmi Affirmation’ (a denial of Qur’an verse 9:29):

“We will fight for our freedom, we will not not pay the Jizya
(i.e. the protection money extorted from non-Muslim inhabit-
ants of a Muslim-ruled state), and we are not subservient!”

îÉrÇaÃ ansÌU äÉzjÌA éyoÎ îÌU ant¹É ¹rÀ ìÊÁ îÍ ìÔaqnÓ
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ant¹É ¹rÀ ìÊÁ îÍ ìÔaqnÓ
îÉrÇaÃ ansÌU äÉzjÌA éyoÎ îÌ
The pronunciation of the non-Dhimmi affirmation:
sa-nuqātilu min 8ajli h.urrı̄yatinā wa-lan nu@t.iya
´l-jizyata wa-lasnā s.āghirı̄na



AultÑA
DuhiÌA

Islam 
über
alles

)è¹lË ålÏ(
NUrÇaÃ íÈU äÉzjÌA AuyoÉ å ¹tÀ AulÔaÑ

The “Islam Über Alles” (Qur’an verse 9:29) Flag
(See the April 28 2002 Washington Post for the Islamist-Nazi alliance)

All the Islamic supremacists, Wahhabis, Muslim
fifth-columnists (who seek to use the freedoms
of Western societies to overthrow those same
freedoms), Khilafatistas, and Islamo-Fascists
should wave this flag high and proud!
Qur’an verse 9:29 orders Muslims to “Fight infidels
(including Jews and Christians) until they pay the jizya
(i.e. the protection money extorted from non-Muslim
inhabitants of a Muslim-ruled state), and they are
subservient (humbled)”.  Qur’an verses 9:33, 48:28,
and 61:9 command that Islam be ‘alā ́ d-dı̄ni kullihi
“over all other religion” — or literally über alles!



"#!
Peace, if you can keep it...

Peace is more than merely an absence of war or violence.
If there is no confidence in the good-will or peaceful inten-
tions of the other side, then at best only a hostile truce
exists, no matter what the documents may say.  And if one
side in a war openly boasts of using immoral and criminal
tactics, then they have dehumanized their enemy and have
in effect declared an existential war to the death, in which
the other side must either prevail or cease to be – and such
a conflict is not susceptible to a truly peaceful settlement
until attitudes change, and each side accepts the legitimate
existence of the other.  Justice should not be sacrificed in
the name of “peace” – but until peace is given a positive
value (instead of merely being grudgingly and hesitantly
conceded as a last-resort second-best coerced pis aller),
there will be little justice and no peace worthy of the name.
The situation is not necessarily helped by traditional Islamic legal doctrine (political
theology), according to which a cease-fire (äÎdÈ hudna) or settlement agreement
(àlÃ sulh.. ) can exist between Muslims and non-Muslims, but a state of “peace” ( MüÓ
salam¯ ), in the true meaning of the word, can only exist between and among Muslims.



Ä °Ea °̀ ×́ >±>©Ä °Da °h °×̈ >±>Ä °Ea °̀ ×́
©dih́ °×̈ >>±>>Ea Ÿ̀ °×>>±>>©dih́ °×̈
Ä °Ea °̀ ×́ >±>©Ä °Da °h °×̈ >±>Ä °Ea °̀ ×́
Suicide terrorism ± beggary!
¹éqiq`ÌA DahwtÓǗA óiÌ BaÈRßA
Murderers are not martyrs!
The Palestinians are making their own lives worse
and choosing to impoverish themselves by persist-
ing in their violence binge of immoral criminal
suicide terrorism.  As long as they choose to build
up their repulsive little Cult of Death-Worship and
Child Sacrifice by their perverse glorification and
enthusiastic celebration of nihilistic acts which
target civilians, there will be no peace or justice.
!Dahj́ÌA óiÌ Dahý¤ǗA !Dahwt́ÓǗA óiÌ Dahý¤ǗA
22 RA ¹dÌA åb ¾qÏ íhÌ ë¡ÜUÁ °ä² ¹i ¹sÌA äns`ÌaÂ NUÞR ¾dÉU ® îÉe¹ÌAU



An Islamic perspective on Israel’s barrier fence (security
wall):  The building of the protective Iron Wall by Dhu’l-
Qarnain, the two-horned quasi-prophet of Islam (Alexander
the Great?), as described in Qur’an¯  verses 18:94,95,97,98 –

$¾RÝA éÆ NUds ¾fÍ JuÊaÍU JuÊaÉ ¹NÒ î ¾iÎ ¾rqÌA AE aÉ AuÌaÑ
They said to Dhu’l-Qarnain, “Gog & Magog are causing corruption

NÁ AuÏay ¾ÓA amÆ  95 a ™Í ¾DR íhn ¾iÂU íkn ¾iÂ ìo ¾ÊÁ LaÑ  94

(doing evil) on earth.”  He replied, “I will make a wall between you

98 é¹ÂR îÍ äm ¾ÀR AeÈ LaÑ  97 a™b ¾qÎ èÌ AuÏayt ¾ÓA aÍU HUrh ¾pÉ
and them.”  And Gog & Magog were not able to climb over it or

dig through it.  He said, “This is a mercy (kindness) from my Lord.”

Nowadays it’s NuµÉaÙU SuÌaÆ instead of JuÊaÍU JuÊaÉ!



The true motto of the pseudo-Intifada
(or meaningless nihilistic violence binge):

“We kill women! We kill children! We’ll kill them all!”

©å¤ ¾ufˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆtÎáˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆˆÌA  ̈Rao×́

íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ

íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ
íh¹lË ìtqÎ  LafÙÝA ìtqÎ  Þas¹nÌA ìtqÎ



The true nature of Hezbollah
These terrorists are much more follo-
wers of Satan than a “party of God”!

Hezb-e-Sheitan Flag!
©è¹lÌA îÏ 

àb×
àb×¨ ìÂ ©è¹lÌA Na`bÓ¨ óiÌ

ùqÆ ÄDaÂÒ ìÂ ,ÄDabḮ Ü
Not “for the glory of God”, but rather they
serve a mere “phantom in place of God”!

DuhiÌA AultÑA

äÎuØ î`Î
NUrbktsÍU
SrflÌ BaÑRUBNayi×BzÀ



Hezb-e-
Sheitan

The true Hezbollah flag

BNayi×BzÀ



NUdÑ́aÀ
NuqǼan µÍ
Þaib́Ç°'A

Nul µtq °i °Ó

Hamas (in Arabic):

“Hate-filled
stupid
hypocrites
who will 
be killers”

The true meaning of HAMAS!
ì °̀ ÌA ó¾iÌ MüÓßA äÑamÀ = ©SamÀ̈
The official Hamas motto in the Hamas “charter”:
:ahÑaviÍ éÆ ©SamÀ¨ ä ¹iÂaÈRßA äËr`ÌA Rao×́
“Jihad (holy war) is our path, and death is our loftiest desire.”

©ah ¹iÎaÍ'A åmÓ'A T ¾umÌAU ,ahlibÓ DahjÌA¨
The Death-Worshippers

T ¾umÌA î`Î dboÎ ,è¹lÌA dboÎ Ü
T ¾umÌA LuÓR ©SamÀ¨ ,T ¾umÌA ¹ÜÒ íhÌ èÂ ÌÒ Ü

Du
hi

ÌA
Au

lt
ÑA



DuhiÌA AultÑA

Just Say No to

Suicide Terror!

Murderers are not martyrs!
!Dahwt́ÓǗA óiÌ Dahý¤ǗA
Nu¹Éú °¤ ¾u°fÌA íÈ ©Nu¹i¡́Adf́ÌÄ



The emblem of the Bosnian Muslim
13th    “Handschar” (rjn½Ø) Division,
personally recruited and incited by
the Palestinian leader Mufti Husseini,
the adored idol and beloved personal
hero of Yasser Arafat (ÄUdqÌA riÓÁ).

!Dahj́ÌA óiÌ Dahý¤ǗA
!Dahwt́ÓǗA óiÌ Dahý¤ǗA

Palestinian ‘Struggle’ (Kampf) flags

Þé× ¹ìË ì¾bÑ H ¾r½kÌA éÈ ä¹inÙuÌA
Emblems of the Cult of Death-

Worship and Child Sacrifice

Murderers are not martyrs!

Suicide Bomber
National Flag

Islamic Jihad /
Hamas Flag

DuhiÌA AultÑA



Islamist ‘kill-the-Jews’ motto

(The accompanying JPEG photo is not included here.)

DuhiÌA AultÑA DuhiÌA AultÑA
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ultÑA DuhiÌA AultÑA DuhiÌA
uhiÌA AultÑA DuhiÌA AultÑA

ultÑA DuhiÌA AultÑA DuhiÌA
uhiÌA AultÑA DuhiÌA AultÑA



Wafa Idris

ÄaÆUóÉRDÒƒ½½lÂÉRD
éniyslfÌA rmÀÝA LühÌA

Red Crescent Suicide Terror

¹
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Figure 5. General Assembly Voting Power of Groups of Nations
Classified by the Freedom of each Country’s Political System as
Ranked from 1.0 (most free) to 7.0 (least free) by Freedom House
for the year 2003 at www.freedomhouse.org/research/index.htm
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Members of United Nations
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% of Total Contributions
to United Nations Budget

Four nations (United States,
China, Japan and India)

29 nations with substant-
ial population and/or GNP

158 smaller nations
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2.1%
15.2%

Voting Strength of Groups under
One-Nation / One-Vote System, 2003

Figure 3. Groups of Nations Classified with Respect to Population, Contributions
to the United Nations Budget, and Aggregate General Assembly Voting Power:

From the 2004 report “Revitalizing the United Nations: Reform
through Weighted Voting”, by Joseph E. Schwartzberg.



UN Middle East and Durban
Racist Hate-Conference Flag

@
General Assembly

Resolution
3379 1975

This flag symbolically expresses the trend and bias of United Nations Middle East
policy – i.e. the constant one-sided defamation and racist hatred which spews ever forth
from official UN bodies – for at least the last 28 years (when the United Nations has
been extremely hesitant and reluctant to ever condemn anti-Semitism in any manner
whatsoever, but was clamorously and enthusiastically eager to pass the infamous and
notoriously racist and anti-Semitic General Assembly resolution 3379 of 1975 – only
grudgingly and ungraciously repealed in 1991).   It particularly symbolizes the facts of
the 2001 “Durban Conference for the Promulgation and Promotion of Hatred and
Racism” fiasco debacle catastrophe, totally and completely mismanaged under the self-
satisfied and smugly arrogant so-called “leadership” (ha!) of Mary Robinson (good
riddance, and don’t let the door bang your butt on your way out, Mary Mary quite
contrary!) – not to mention the UN pseudo-“Human Rights” Commission [sic], where
such noted havens of human rights as Syria, China, Saudi Arabia, Cuba, and Sudan
hypocritically arrogate to themselves the right to vitriolically condemn and denounce
working democracies.   Newsflash! - 1/21/2003: Colonel Qadhdhafi’s Libya has now
been elevated to the chairmanship of the UN supposed “Human Rights” Commission.
Newsflash! - 5/4/2004: Sudan has been re-elected to the ersatz bogus “Human Rights”
Commission despite actually being right in the middle of conducting an intentional
planned deliberate genocide!!!!   Sometimes the United Nations intensifies and exacer-
bates its own typical faults and self-inflicted failures to such an extreme and excessive
degree that parody would be almost pointless.   The phoney “Human Rights” Commis-
sion (at the name of which even buzzards gag!) is beyond even being a bad joke, and
has no possibility of being reformed.   It should be utterly abolished, and replaced by a
brand-new body rebuilt from the ground up, with all-new staff and all-new rules, and a
different name – and salt should be sown in the earth at the site of the old commission.



The “Shield of the Trinity” diagram (a visual summary of the first part of the Athanasian Creed)

NON EST   is not

NO
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ES
T 

  i
s 

no
tNON EST   is not

EST is
EST is

EST
 is

PATER FILIUS

DEUS

TRINITAS

SPIRITUS
SANCTUS

The Father The Son

God

The Trinity

The Holy Spirit

This diagram expresses the following six non-contradictory logical propositions:
The Father and God are equivalent (in a non-transitive logic).

The Son and God are equivalent (in a non-transitive logic).
The Holy Spirit and God are equivalent (in a non-transitive logic).

The Father and the Son are non-equivalent (in a non-transitive logic).
The Father and the Holy Spirit are non-equivalent (in a non-transitive logic).

The Son and the Holy Spirit are non-equivalent (in a non-transitive logic).
With a non-transitive quasi-equivalence relation, “A is equivalent to C” does not
follow from the two statements “A is equivalent to B” and “B is equivalent to C”.



The
Christian
Trinity
©VuÌavÌA¨
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Father Son

Spirit

God

B¯A îÂǗA

èÂ ¹lÌA

@UrÌA
SdqÌA 

èmÓA
©Ou µs°É¨
(‘wSy)

óiÌU
©å °siḮ¨

The Trinity
in the
Qur’an¯

©äÖüÖ̈
©NahÂ½ÌÒ̈ U èÂ ¹lÌAèÂ ¹lÌA

íÉrÍ åsiÏ

God

Mary Jesus

ôsˆiˆÌ

Is Not  óˆiˆÌ
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Not  ó
ˆiˆÌ Is Not  óˆiˆÌ



The “Shield of the Trinity” diagram (a visual summary of the first part of the Athanasian Creed)
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EST  uÈ

PATER FILIUS

TRINITAS

DEUS

SPIRITUS
SANCTUS

B¯A îÂǗA

èÂ ¹lÌA

SµdµqÌA @U ¹rÌA

)éÎArcnÌA( é`ismÌA VuÌavÌA Rao× ,©NamÉßA SrµÔ̈
The phoney pseudo-Trinity or
Collyridian tritheism of Qur’an¯
verses 5:116, 5:75 (or at least
the way that these verses
are understood by
many Muslims):

èÂ ¹lÌA
íÉrÍ åsiÏ

KŕwµÉ ,©äÖüÖ öÌaÖ̈  èÂ ¹lÌA ,©ŃahÂ½ÌÒ̈ U èÂ ¹lÌA
Muhammad.  couldn’t even get the name of Jesus right: it should be
Ou µs°É (      )DBEC

‘wSy  not å °siḮ .  He thought Mary was Miriam:  NArmÏ änÂA ,NUrÈ ôØÁ .



The fact that Muhammad.  used a highly inaccurate form of the name
of Jesus casts doubt on the Islamic claim to know even more about
Jesus than Christians themselves do.  In the earliest or most authentic
forms of the name of Jesus, the voiced pharyngeal ?ayn or ?ayin
consonant is always at the end of the name (and not at the beginning,
as it is in the form ?ı>sa= used by Muhammad.  in the Qur’an: ).  The
scientific linguistic reconstruction of the original 1st. century A.D.
pronunciation of the name of Jesus as ye=s<u= ? in the Hebrew language
and the Judean and/or Galilean Western Aramaic languages is sup-
ported by a number of lines of evidence, some of which are shown
in the diagram below.  Phonemic/phonetic transcriptions are in blue.
The most accurate form of the name of Jesus (Ezra 2:2 etc.) in some Semitic languages:

Consonantal spellings y-s9-w-@:

Spelling y-s-w-@:

Hebrew

Early AD
Aramaic

Arabic

}
First century AD
Hebrew & Judean/
Galilean Aramaic

ye :s9u:@
Near-contemporary
Greek transcription
Ιησους ye :su:-s

Later Tiberian Hebrew

ye :s9u:ă@
Later Eastern Syriac

ı;s9o :@
Later Western Syriac

yes9u:@
Early Arabic and

later Christian Arabic

yasu:@
Fully-attested

pronunciations
after the invention
of vowel diacritic
systems (500 AD)

This strange
spelling is
found in the
Qur’an: ...

‘wSyDBECOu µs°É
But NOT

Arabic @ı;sa :!!
å °siḮ

The name y-s<-w-? (Jesus/Jeshua) occurs in the Hebrew of the Old Testament at Ezra 2:2, 2:6, 2:36, 2:40,
3:2, 3:8, 3:9, 3:10, 3:18, 4:3, 8:33; Nehemiah 3:19, 7:7, 7:11, 7:39, 7:43, 8:7, 8:17, 9:4, 9:5, 11:26, 12:1,
12:7, 12:8, 12:10, 12:24, 12:26; 1 Chronicles 24:11; and 2 Chronicles 31:15; and in Aramaic at Ezra 5:2.
Syriac vowel lengths are shown according to the convention that a yod or waw letter used as a mater
indicates a historically-long vowel (though most length contrasts seem to have disappeared by the
time of the liturgical vowel-diacritic orthographies).



The accurate spelling and pronunciation of several Hebrew names:

‘Swhy A name spelled y-h-w-s9-@ and pronounced yĕho :s9u:@
(or yĕho :s9u:ă@ with the later Tiberian furtivum vowel),
and usually rendered into English as “Joshua”.

‘wSy
A name spelled y-s9-w-@ and pronounced ye :s9u:@ (Tiberian 
ye :s9u:ă@).  This post-500-B.C. shortened version of y-h-w-s9-@
is usually written in English as “Jesus” (or as “Jeshua” in
Protestant translations of the Old Testament into English).

The absence of a letter waw w in the usual spelling of the last syllable of yĕho :s9u:@, in
contrast to the presence of a waw w in the usual spelling of the last syllable of ye :s9u:@,
does not reflect any difference in pronunciation between the last syllables of these two
words, but rather the fact that yĕho :s9u:@ dates from an earlier historical period, when
semivowel consonant letters were used to write long vowels in a narrower range of
circumstances.

ws‘
A name spelled @-ś-w and pronounced @e :śa :w, written in English
as “Esau”.  Most scholars reject the idea that Hebrew @e :śa :w is the
source of the Qur’anic Arabic name of Jesus @ı;sa : – but if influ-
ence from @e :śa :w is denied, then no good linguistic explanation
remains for the position of pharyngeal @ at the beginning of @ı;sa :.

hwhy
The divine name or Tetragrammaton spelled y-h-w-h.  The
pronunciation of this word is not known with certainty, but
yĕho :wa : (“Jehovah”) never existed in Hebrew, and originated
from mistakes made by early Christian Hebraists.  Modern
scholars speculate about a reconstruction yahwé (“Yahweh”).

hwShy
The occultistic “Pentagrammaton” y-h-s9-w-h.  The
notion that the result of sticking a s9 sound or letter S
into the middle of the Tetragrammaton is somehow
equivalent to the Hebrew name of Jesus was another

bright idea invented by early Christian Hebraists with an unsound knowledge of
Hebrew.  This jumble of letters has no meaning in Hebrew, and so no ascertainable
genuine Hebrew-language pronunciation.  Obviously, ‘wSy ≠ hwShy and ‘Swhy ≠ hwShy!



ê ¾Î °Z

A reconstruction of the banner of the valiant
Zanj Revolt (the Black African slave liberation
movement against Arab oppression) in southern
Iraq during the years 869-883 AD (255-270 AH).

W Hyk Hsx&‘ X|x Uw &{ HwI‘ X Uw ]ibl‘ z PvI‘ PX ’‘

z PvI‘ V|ak Ua X{v Ub
‘
t H| Zz PxdI‘ W Hyv PX&@ Ua W Hyv ‘{w&‘{

z Pv Uv P~ ’‘ Wu He ~

g PMe Hw ^\vq



ê ¾Î °ZThe banner of the Zanj Black African slave
liberation revolt in south Iraq, 869-883 AD

Wyksx&‘ X|xw&{wI‘ Xw ]ibl‘ zvI‘ X’‘

zvI‘ V|aka X{vb
‘
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A message to “Tiny Timmie”, the historical revisionist pseudo-academic
who has tried to interfere with my free speech:

„ÞAr µÍ ôÎÁ
äÌavÀ



Re-defeat Bush!
The last time somebody
listened to a Bush, people
wound up wandering in a
desert for 40 years!


